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Abstract
The problem of extending categories by groups, including theory of obstructions, is studied
by means of factor systems and various homological invariants, generalized from Schreier{
Eilenberg{Mac Lane group extension theory. Explicit applications are then given to the classi-
cation of several algebraic constructions long known as crossed products, appearing in many
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ord systems or twisted group rings. c© 2000 Elsevier
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From the deliberations of F.W. Lawvere we can see that the main diculty in treating
certain subjects is nding the suitable categorical way to view them. Once this proper
categorical point of view is found, the theorems become obvious and most of their
proofs take care of themselves. In this paper, we apply this principle to the subject
under consideration here, the classication of those algebraic constructions known as
crossed products, which appear in several settings such as group theory or Brauer group
theory. We present a theory that is an example of the categorization of Mathematics;
namely, the long-known results of Schreier{Eilenberg{Mac Lane on group extensions
are here raised to a categorical level. Then, as simple instances, our results can be
applied to many dierent concrete contexts, such as monoids or Cliord systems, whose
interrelation is unclear or does not exist.
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If G is a group and C any category, an extension of C by G is dened as a
stably G-graded category in the sense of Frohlich{Wall [7], such that the subcategory
consisting of all morphisms of grade 1 is isomorphic to C. The structure of these
extensions is analyzed in the rst section of the paper, where we explain a factor
set theory for them; namely, a factor set of such an extension consists of a family
of categorical equivalences Fx, x2G, of C with itself and natural isomorphisms x; y:
FxFy ! Fxy, x; y2G, satisfying a cocycle (coherence) condition. Any factor set gives
rise to a crossed product extension and any extension is isomorphic to a crossed product
one for some factor set. We sum up these results in a bijection Ext(G;C) = H 2(G;C)
that states how a survey of all (isomorphism classes of) extensions of a prescribed pair
(G;C) is obtained in terms of non-abelian cohomology classes of 2-cocycles, or factor
sets, of G with coecients in C.
Each extension of a category C by a group G realizes a collective character of G
in C, that is, a group homomorphism  :G ! Out(C) of G into the group of nat-
ural isomorphism classes of categorical equivalences of C with itself, and this leads
to the problem of obstructions to the existence of extensions representing elements in
Ext(G;C)Ext(G;C), the subset of those classes of extensions that realize a given
collective character . In Sections 2 and 3 we observe that any collective charac-
ter :G ! Out(C) determines a character  :G ! Aut(Z(C)) of the group G in
the abelian group of the units of the monoid center of category C, and, by denot-
ing Hn(G; Z(C)
) the nth cohomology group of G with coecients in the G-module
Z(C), we show how each collective character  invariably has a three-dimensional
cohomology class k()2H 3(G; Z(C)) associated with it, referred to here as the Te-
ichmuller obstruction of . Then we prove:
\The set Ext(G;C) is nonempty if and only if its obstruction vanishes".
\If k() = 0 then Ext(G;C) is a principal homogeneous space under the abelian
group H 2(G; Z(C)
)".
The last section of the paper is dedicated to examples and applications. First we
see how Schreier{Eilenberg{Mac Lane’s theory of group extensions [24,5] follows
from the above facts simply by checking denitions and constructions after regarding
a group as a category with one object and all morphisms invertible. In a second
example, \Extending monoids by groups", our goal is to classify the perfect Schreier
extensions, in the classic sense of Redei [23], of a monoid by a group (also called
monoid coextensions of groups). As for groups, monoids are regarded as categories
with only one object and our treatment of monoid extensions by groups easily follows
from the general categorical one. The results here complement those obtained by Leech
in [18], where the objective was to study extensions of a group by a monoid. In a third
example, we apply the general results to graded extensions of the categories of modules
over a ring. Our main objective here is the classication of graded Cliord systems,
which were introduced by Dade [2,3] to develop Cliord’s theory axiomatically. They
are also relevant in ring theory, where they are usually called strongly graded rings.
Our conclusions about their classication follow since we observe that graded Cliord
systems are in natural and essentially bijective correspondence with graded extensions
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of categories of modules over rings. In the fourth and last example, we focus on
those rings long known as crossed product group rings. We observe here that the
classication of this kind of ring extensions, of a ring R by a group G, is equivalent
to that of extensions of the category of right R-modules by G which realize collective
characters, factorizing through the canonical monomorphism Out(R) ,! Pic(R). Then,
the treatment of ring extensions by groups, as expounded by Hacque in [13], follows
from our general theory of graded extensions of categories.
1. Crossed product categories
Hereafter we will regard a group G as a category with exactly one object where the
morphisms, all being invertible, are the members of G and the composition law is the
group composition operation.
A stable G-grading on a category D [7] is a functor g : D ! G such that for
any object A2D and x2G, there is an isomorphism  in D with source A and such
that g() = x. We refer to g() as the grade of . In other words, a stable G-grading
on D is a co(=op)bration g : D ! G in the sense of Grothendieck [11]. If (D; g)
is a G-graded category, the category Ker(D) is dened as the subcategory consisting
of all morphisms of grade 1, that is, the bre category over the unique object of G.
For G-graded categories (D; g), (D0; g0), a graded functor, or G-functor, is a functor
T : D! D0 preserving grades of morphisms, that is, such that g0T = g. Thus, Ker(−)
denes a functor from the category of G-graded categories to the category of categories.
By a G-graded extension of a category C we mean a stably G-graded category whose
kernel is isomorphic to C. The most elemental examples arise from representations
of group G into the group of automorphisms of C, that is, group homomorphisms
G ! Aut(C), and we refer to Section 4 where several examples are discussed. More
precisely, we establish the following denition which is, in fact, a particular case of
that of a large extension of categories as dened in [14].
Denition 1. Let C be a category and G a group. A category D is said to be a
G-graded extension of C if a sequence of functors is given
D : C
j−!D g−!G (1)
satisfying (i) g is a stable G-grading on D; (ii) j is an embedding, that is, it is faithful
and one to one on objects; (iii) j(C) = Ker(D).
If D, D0 are two G-graded extensions of C, by a morphism of extensions we mean
a graded functor T : D! D0 such that Tj = j0.
We can easily establish that we have a category Ext(G;C) whose objects are the
G-graded extensions of C and whose morphisms are the morphisms of G-graded ex-
tensions. The following proposition shows that this category is a groupoid, so that
the existence of a morphism D! D0 is an equivalence relation between the G-graded
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extensions of C and, in this case, we usually say that the G-graded extensions D, D0 are
equivalent. Then, Ext(G;C) will denote the set of equivalence classes of G-graded ex-
tensions of category C, that is, the set of connected components of groupoid Ext(G;C).
Proposition 2. Every morphism of G-graded extensions of C; T :D ! D0; is an iso-
morphism.
Proof. Let us note that T is a cocartesian G-functor whose restriction to the bre
categories Ker(D) ! Ker(D0) is an isomorphism and then the proposition follows
from [11, Proposition 6:10].
Now, keeping the Schreier theory for group extensions in mind, we shall explain a
factor set theory for graded extensions of categories. Then, a factor set for an exten-
sion will be an appropriate system of \descent datum" to rebuild the extension up to
equivalence. Note that Grothendieck’s equivalence between covariant pseudofunctors
on a category and cobrations dened over itself [11,4] underlies all that follows.
Let G be a group and C any category. By a factor set, or 2-cocycle on G with
coecient in C, we shall mean a pseudofunctor G ! Cat that associates category C to
the unique object of G. Thus, a factor set (; F) consists of a family of autoequivalences
Fx : C ! C, x2G, and natural isomorphisms x; y : FxFy ! Fxy, x; y2G satisfying
the conditions: (i) F1 = idC; (ii) 1;y = ididC = x; 1 for x; y2G; and (iii) for every
x; y; z 2G the following diagram is commutative:
(2)
A factor set (; F) gives rise, by the so-called Grothendieck construction, to a
G-graded crossed product extension of C,
(; F) : C
j!(; F) g!G; (3)
which can be described as follows: category (; F) has the same objects as category C
and their arrows are pairs (u; x) :A ! B consisting of an element x2G and a morphism
in C, u : Fx(A)! B. The composition of two morphisms A (v;y)−!B (u; x)−!C is dened by
(u; x)  (v; y) = (u  Fx(v)  x; y(A)−1; xy). This composition is associative and unitary
thanks to the normalization and cocyle conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of (; F). The stable
G-grading on (; F) is given by g(u; x)=x and the isomorphism j : C !Ker((; F))
is dened by j(A u!B) = (A (u;1)−!B).
Next we observe that any G-graded extension of C is isomorphic to a crossed prod-
uct, in the following explicit sense. We will say that a factor set (; F) is associated
to a G-graded extension of C;D : C! D! G, if (; F) and D are equivalent.
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Theorem 3. Let G be a group and C a category.
(i) Any G-graded extension of C has an associated factor set; that is; it is equiv-
alent to a crossed product extension (; F) for some factor set (; F).
(ii) Two factor sets (; F); (0; F 0) are associated to the same G-graded extension
of C if; and only if; there exists a family of natural isomorphisms ’x : Fx ! F 0x;
x2G with ’1 = id and making the following diagrams commutative:
(4)
for every x; y2G. In this case; we say that (; F) and (0; F 0) are cohomologous.
Proof. (i) Let us assume that D : C
j!D g!G is a G-graded extension of C. For each
object A2C and each element x2G, choose an isomorphism of grade x in D,  x(A),
with source j(A). Since j is actually surjective on objects, as idD is of grade 1 for
each object D2D, the target of  x(A) is written uniquely as jFx(A) for an object
Fx(A)2C. When x = 1 is the unit element we take  1(A) = idj(A) and so F1(A) = A.
Then, for each x2G we have an endofunctor Fx : C ! C that carries a mor-
phism u :A ! B to the unique morphism Fx(u) :Fx(A) ! Fx(B) determined by the
commutativity of the diagram
(note that  x(B)  j(u)  x(A)−1 is a morphism of grade 1). Furthermore, for each pair
x; y2G there is a natural isomorphism x; y :FxFy ! Fxy, which is dened, for any
object A2C, by the commutativity of the diagram
Since FxFx−1
−!F1 = idC, the functors Fx are actually equivalences of C with itself,
and we claim that the system (; F) is a factor set: If x; y; z 2G are any three elements,
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then  (xy)z)=j(xy; z x; yFz)  x(FyFz)  yFz  z and  x(yz)=j(x; yz Fxy; z)  x(FyFz) 
 y(Fz)  z. Since  x(yz) = (xy)z ; the  s are isomorphisms and j is faithful, we deduce
that xy; z  x; yFz = x; yz  Fxy; z, that is, the commutativity of (2).
Now we recognize that (; F) is associated to the G-graded extension D by the
existence of the morphism of extensions T :(; F)! D, given by
T (A
(u; x)−!B) = (j(A) j(u) x(A)−−−−! j(B)):
(ii) Let T :(0; F 0) ! (; F) be a morphism between the corresponding crossed
product extensions. For any object A2C let us consider the morphism in (0; F 0);
(idF0x (A); x) :A ! F 0x(A) and suppose that T (idF0x (A); x) = (’x(A); x) for a particular iso-
morphism in C ’x(A) :Fx(A)! F 0x(A): Then ’1=id and each ’x :Fx ! F 0x is actually a
natural isomorphism. To see this, let us observe that for any morphism in C; u :A ! B,
the square in (0; F 0).
is commutative and so, by the functoriality of T , in (; F) the identity (’x(B); 1) 
(u; 1) = (F 0x(u); 1)  (’x(A); 1) holds, that is, we have the identity in C ’x(B)  Fx(u) =
F 0x(u)  ’x(A), which says that ’x is natural.
Now, if x; y2G and A is any object of C, we have the commutative square in
(0; F 0)
from which, again by the functoriality of T , we have the commutative square in (; F)
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that is, the identity in C ’xy(A)=0x; y(A)’xF 0y(A)Fx’y(A)x; y(A)−1, or equivalently
the commutativity of (4).
Conversely, if there exists a family of natural isomorphisms ’x :Fx ! F 0x; x2G,
with ’1=id and making diagram (4) commutative, there exists a morphism of G-graded
extensions T :(0; F 0)! (; F); dened as the identity on objects and on morphisms
by
T (A
(u; x)−!B) = (j(A) (u’x(A); x)−! j(B)):
The proof in detail is a straightforward calculation and is left to the reader. So, both
factor sets are associated to the same extension and the theorem is established.
The above theorem suggests the following denition. For a category C and any group
G, let Z2(G;C) denote the set of all 2-cocycles on G with coecients in C, or factor
sets. To be cohomologous is an equivalence relation between factor sets. We dene the
(non-abelian) cohomology set of G over C H2(G;C) as the quotient set of Z2(G;C)
by the relation of being cohomologous. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3
we obtain the following one (cf. [14] for an analogous classication theorem).
Theorem 4. Let G be a group and C be a category. The map that carries a factor
set (; F) to the corresponding crossed product extension (; F) induces a bijection
H2(G;C)
!Ext(G;C) (5)
whose inverse is induced by the correspondence that associates any of its associated
factor sets to a G-graded extension of C.
2. Collective characters and the Teichmuller map
If C is a category and idC :C ! C is the identity functor, the center of C; Z(C),
is dened as the set of all natural transformations u : idC ! idC [1]. Thus, an element
u2Z(C) consists of a family of endomorphisms u(A) :A ! A; A2C, such that for
any morphism f :A ! B in C; f  u(A) = u(B)  f. Then, for any u2Z(C) and any
natural transformation between endofunctors in C,  :F ! F 0, we have the identity
uF 0  =   uF: (6)
In particular, for u; v2Z(C); u : v= v : u and then Z(C) is an abelian monoid. Below
Z(C) will denote the abelian group of the units in Z(C), that is, the abelian group
of all natural isomorphisms of idC with itself.
We will often use the following elemental fact:
Lemma 5. If F; F 0 :C ! C are autoequivalences in C; for any two natural isomor-
phisms ;  :F ! F 0; there exists a unique u2Z(C) such that  = uF 0  =   uF .
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For any autoequivalence F :C ! C and any u2Z(C); let F(u) denote the unique
element of Z(C) such that F(u)F = Fu. Then, it can immediately be seen that: (i)
F(uv)= F(u) F(v) for any u; v2Z(C); (ii) F0F(u)= F0(F(u)) for any two equivalences
F; F 0 :C ! C; and (iii) idC(u) = u. Moreover, if there exists a natural isomorphism,
 :F ! F 0, between two autoequivalences in C; F and F 0; then F(u)F 0 =  F(u)F=
  Fu= F 0u  = F0(u)F 0   and therefore F(u) = F0(u) for any u2Z(C).
We introduce the group of outer autoequivalences of C, Out(C), as the set of
isomorphism classes of autoequivalences of C with the multiplication induced by the
composition of autoequivalences, that is, [F][F 0] = [FF 0] for any F; F 0 :C −!C It
follows from the above observation that there exists a group homomorphism
Out(C)
−!Aut(Z(C)) (7)
given by [F](u) = F(u). In other words, Z(C) is an Out(C)-module.
Now, keeping the Baer notion of kollektivcharakter in mind, we shall dene a
collective character of a group G in category C as a group homomorphism  :G !
Out(C). Thus, the set of all homomorphisms HomGp(G;Out(C)) is the set of collective
characters of G in C. By composition with the homomorphism (7) we have a map
HomGp(G;Out(C))
−!HomGp(G; Aut(Z(C))) (8)
that associates to each collective characters of G in category C;  :G ! Out(C); a
character  =  :G ! Aut(Z(C)) of the group G in the abelian group Z(C). Of
course, the set of characters HomGp(G; Aut(Z(C))) is the set of G-module structures
on Z(C). In particular, every collective character , of G in C, determines a G-module
structure on Z(C) and we will denote by Hn(G; Z(C)
); n  0, the nth cohomology
group of G with coecients in this G-module.
Let us remark that for a collective character  :G ! Out(C), the corresponding
G-action of an element x2G on an element u2Z(C) is given by xu= F(u) for any
F 2(x). In particular,
Fu= xuF (9)
for any x2G; u2Z(C) and F 2(x).
We will now show how every collective character  :G ! Out(C) has canonically
associated with it a cohomology class k()2H 3(G; Z(C)) whose construction is anal-
ogous to a classic construction by Teichmuller [25] for a similar situation with linear
algebras, and to that by Eilenberg{Mac Lane [5], for the study of obstructions to group
extensions with non-abelian kernels.
Let  :G ! Out(C) be a collective character of a group G in a category C. In each
autoequivalence class (x), choose an autoequivalence Fx of C; in particular, select
F1 = idC. Since  is a homomorphism, the autoequivalences FxFy and Fxy must be
isomorphic for each pair x; y2G. Then we can select natural isomorphisms
x; y :FxFy ! Fxy (10)
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with 1;y = x; 1 = ididC . For any three elements x; y; z 2G, the square of natural iso-
morphisms
(11)
need not be commutative but, by Lemma 5, there exists a unique element kx; y; z 2Z(C)
such that
xy; z  x; yFz = kx; y; zFxyz  x; yz  Fxy; z: (12)
Clearly, k1;y; z = k

x; 1;z = k

x; y;1 = ididC so that the choices of Fx and x; y determine a
normalized 3-dimensional cochain of G with coecients in Z(C).
Lemma 6. The cochain k = k :G3 ! Z(C) is a 3-cocycle of G with coecients in
the G-module Z(C).
Proof. We must prove the identity
kx; y; z  kx; yz; t  xky; z; t = kxy; z; t  kx; y;zt (13)
for any (x; y; z; t)2G4. To see this, we compute the natural isomorphism
J :FxFyFzFt
x; yFzFt−! FxyFzFt xy; zFt−! FxyzFt xyz; t−!Fxyzt
in two ways. On the one hand, we have
J
(12)
= xyz; t  kx; y; zFxyzFt  x; yzFt  Fxy; zFt
(6)
= kx; y; zFxyzt  xyz; t  x; yzFt  Fxy; zFt
(12)
= kx; y; zFxyzt  kx; yz; tFxyzt  x; yzt  Fxyz; t  Fxy; zFt
(12)
= kx; y; zkxyzt  Fx; yz; tFxyzt  x; yzt  Fxky; z; tFyzt  Fxy; zt  FxFyz; t
(9)
= kx; y; zFxyzt  kx; yz; tFxyzt  x; yzt  xky; z; tFxFyzt  Fxy; zt  FxFyz; t
(6)
= kx; y; zFxyzt  kx; yz; tFxyzt  xky; z; tFxyzt  x; yzt  Fxy; zt  FxFyz; t
=(kx; y; z  kx; yz; t  xky; z; t)Fxyzt  x; yzt  Fxy; zt  FxFyz; t
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and on the other hand
J
(12)
= kxy; z; tFxyzt  xy; zt  Fxyz; t  x; yFzFt
nat= kxy; z; tFxyzt  xy; zt  x; yFzt  FxFyz; t
= kxy; z; tFxyzt  kx; y; ztFxyzt  x; yzt  Fxy; zt  FxFyz; t
=(kxy; z; t  kx; y; zt)Fxyzt  x; yzt  Fxy; zt  FxFyz; t :
Hence, comparison and Lemma 5 gives (13).
We now observe the eect of dierent choices of Fx and x; y in the construction of
the 3-cocycle k for a given collective character  :G ! Out(C).
Lemma 7. (i) If the choice of  in (10) is changed; then k is changed to a coho-
mologous cocycle. By suitably changing ; k may be changed to any cohomologous
cocycle.
(ii) If the choice of the autoequivalences F is changed; then a suitable new selection
of  leaves cocycle k unaltered.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 5, any other choice of x; y in (10) has the form 0x; y= hx; yFxy 
x; y, where h :G2 ! Z(C) is a normalized 2-cochain of G in Z(C). Then, for any
x; y; z 2G we have the following expresions of the natural isomorphism J = k 0x; y; zFxyz 
0x; yz  Fx0y; z from FxFyFz to Fxyz:
J = k 0x; y; zFxyz  hx; yzFxyz  x; yz  Fxhy; zFyz  Fxy; z
(9)
= (k 0x; y; z  hx; yz)Fxyz  x; yz  xhy; zFxFyz  Fxy; z
(6)
= (k 0x; y; z  hx; yz)Fxyz  xhy; zFxyz  x; yz  Fxy; z
(12)
= (k 0x; y; z  hx; yz  xhy; z)Fxyz  x; yz  Fxy; z
and
J
(12)
= 0x; y; z  0x; yFz
= hxy; zFxyz  xy; z  hx; yFxyFz  x; yFz
(6)
= hxy; zFxyz  hx; yFxyz  xy; z  x; yFz
(12)
= (hxy; z  hx; y)Fxyz  kx; y; zFxyz  x; yz  Fxy; z
= (hxy; z  hx; y  kx; y; z)Fxyz  x; yz  Fxy; z:
Comparison and Lemma 5 give
k 0x; y; z  hx; yz  xhy; z = hxy; z  hx; y  kx; y; z ; (14)
an identity which asserts that the 3-cocycles k and k 0 are cohomologous.
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(ii) If F 0x 2(x); x2G, is another selection of autoequivalences, then we can select
natural isomorphisms ’x :F 0x ! Fx and choose 0x; y :F 0xF 0y ! F 0xy, the natural isomor-
phism making the following diagram commutative:
(15)
for each x; y2G. Thus we have
’xyz  0xy; z  0x; yF 0z
(15)
= xy; z  ’xyFz  F 0xy’z  0x; yF 0z
nat= xy; z  ’xyFz  0x; yFz  F 0xF 0y’z
(15)
= xy; z  x; yFz  ’xFyFz  F 0x’yFz  F 0xF 0y’z
(12)
= k 0x; y; zFxyz  x; yz  Fxy; z  ’xFyFz  F 0x’yFz  F 0xF 0y’z
nat= k 0x; y; zFxyz  x; yz  ’xFyz  F 0xy; z  F 0x’yFz  F 0xF 0y’z
(15)
= k 0x; y; zFxyz  x; yz  ’xFyz  F 0x’yz  F 0x0y; z
(15)
= k 0x; y; zFxyz  ’xyz  0x; yz  F 0x0y; z
(6)
= ’xyz  kx; y; zF 0xyz  0x; yz  F 0x0y; z :
Hence, kx; y; zF 0xyz  0x; yz  F 0x0y; z = 0xy; z  0x; yF 0z and the 3-cocycle k is unchanged.
These lemmas prove that each collective character  :G ! Out(C) invariably has
a three-dimensional cohomology class k() = [k]2H 3(G; Z(C)) associated with it.
We refer to the map  7! k() as the Teichmuller obstruction map (see [13] for
history).
3. Realizations of collective characters by graded extensions: the theory of
obstructions
Let G be a group and C a category. There is a canonical diagram of maps
(16)
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where  carries the class of a factor set (; F) to the collective character of G in
C[;F] :G ! Out(C), given by
[;F](x) = [Fx]; x2G; (17)
 : H 2(G;C) !Ext(G;C) is the bijection of Theorem 4 and  = −1.
Therefore,  :Ext(G;C)! HomGp(G;Out(C)) associates with each equivalence class
of G-graded extensions of C a collective character. We refer to a collective character
 :G ! Out(C) as realizable if it is in the image of , that is, if it is induced as
explained above from a G-graded extension of C. The map  produces a partition of
the set of equivalence classes of G-graded extensions of C
Ext(G;C) =
a

Ext(G;C); (18)
where for any collective character 2HomGp(G;Out(C)); Ext(G;C) = −1() de-
notes the bre over  of . Hence, a collective character  is realizable if the set
Ext(G;C) is not empty. We refer to Ext(G;C) as the set of equivalence classes of
realizations of the collective character .
Analogously, let H 2(G;C)=
−1() be the bre of map  over a collective character
 of G in C. We refer to H 2(G;C) as the (non-abelian) -cohomology of G over C.
Thus we have the partition
H 2(G;C) =
a

H 2(G;C) (19)
and, for any collective character  :G ! Out(C), the bijection
H 2(G;C)
4
!Ext(G;C): (20)
Theorem 8. A collective character  :G ! Out(C) is realizable if and only if its
Teichmuller obstruction k()2H 3(G; Z(C)) vanishes.
Proof. Suppose rst that  is a realizable collective character. This means that the
cohomology set H 2(G;C) 6= ; or, equivalently, that there exists a factor set (; F)
with Fx 2(x) for any x2G. Then, in the construction of the 3-cocycle k of G with
coecients in the G-module Z(C), one can take just the autoequivalences Fx; x2G,
and the natural isomorphisms x; y :FxFy ! Fxy given by the factor set. In this case,
the factor set condition xy; z  x; yFz = x; yz  Fxy; z implies that kx; y; z = 1 in (12).
Therefore k() = [k] is the zero cohomology class.
Conversely, suppose that the collective character  has a vanishing cohomology class
k(). Select any autoequivalences Fx 2(x); x2G; with F1 = idC. By Lemma 7(i),
there is a choice of natural isomorphisms x; y :FxFy ! Fxy with 1;y=id=x; 1 such that
the Teichmuller 3-cocycle k is identically 1. This means that (11) is commutative or,
equivalently, that (; F) is a factor set. Hence, [; F] = and H 2(G;C) = Ext2(G;C)
is not empty, so that  is realizable.
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To complete the classication of the G-graded extensions of a category C we have
the following result.
Theorem 9. If a collective character  :G ! Out(C) is realizable; then the set of
equivalence classes of realizations of ; Ext(G;C); is a principal homogeneous space
under the abelian group H 2(G; Z(C)
). In particular; there is a (non-natural) bijection
Ext(G;C) = H 2(G; Z(C)).
Proof. We will describe an action
H 2(G; Z(C)
) H 2(G;C)! H 2(G;C) (21)
set out below.
Let h :G2 ! Z(C) be a normalized 2-cocycle representative of an element [h]2H 2
(G; Z(C)) and (; F) a factor set representative of an element [; F]2H 2(G;C). Then,
if for each x; y2G we consider (h + )x; y :FxFy ! Fxy, the natural isomorphism
dened by
(h+ )x; y = hx; yFxy  x; y; (22)
we observe, simply by reversing the proof of Lemma 7(i), that we have a new
factor set (h + ; F), representing another element [h + ; F]2H 2(G;C), which we
maintain depends only on [h] and [; F]. To see this, let us suppose that h0 is an-
other representative of [h] and (0; F 0) is another representative of [; F]. There must
then exist natural isomorphisms  x : idC ! idC; ’x :Fx ! F 0x; x2G, such that h0x; y 
x y   x =  xy  hx; y and 0x; y  F 0x’y  ’xFy = ’xy  x; y, for x; y2G, from which we
build the natural isomorphims ( + ’)x =  xF 0x  ’x :Fx ! F 0x; x2G, which make
the factor sets (h+ ; F) and (h0 + 0; F 0) cohomologous, since for any x; y; z 2G we
have
( + ’)xy  (h+ )x; y =  xyF 0xy  ’xy  hx; yFxy  x; y
(6)
=  xyF 0xy  hx; yF 0xy  ’xy  x; y
= h0x; yF
0
xy  x yF 0xy   xF 0xy  0x; y  F 0x’y  ’xFy
(6)
= h0x; yF
0
xy  0x; y  x yF 0xF 0y   xF 0xF 0y  F 0x’y  ’xFy
(6)
= (h0 + 0)x; y  F 0x yF 0y  F 0x’y   xF 0xFy  ’xFy
=(h0 + 0)x; y  F 0x( + ’)y  ( + ’)xFy:
Therefore, ([h]; [; F]) 7! [h]+ [; F]= [h+; F] is a well-dened action of the abelian
group H 2(G; Z(C)
) on H 2(G;C), which furthermore is a principal one. In fact, if
we suppose that [h+ ; F] = [; F]; there must exist a family of natural isomorphisms
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’x :Fx ! Fx such that (h+)x; y Fx’y ’xFy=’xy x; y for x; y2G. Then, by Lemma
5, we can write ’x =  xFx for a uniquely determined 1-cochain  :G ! Z(C), and
we have
 x; yFxy  x; y = hx; yFxy  x; y  Fx yFy   xFxFy
(9)
= hx; yFxy  x; y  x yFxFy   xFxFy
(6)
= (hx; y  x y   x)Fxy  x; y;
from which we deduce that  xy = hx; y  x y   x, that is, h = @( ) represents the zero
class in H 2(G; Z(C)
).
Finally, we observe that action (21) is transitive. Let (; F); (0; F 0) be any two
factor sets representing elements in H 2(G;C). Since Fx; F
0
x 2(x) for any x2G, there
must exist natural isomorphisms ’x :Fx ! F 0x, x2G, with ’1 = ididC . Then, as in the
proof of Lemma 7 (ii), by choosing x; y :FxFy ! Fxy, the natural isomorphisms such
that 0x; y  ’xF 0y  Fx’y = ’xy  x; y, for x; y2G, we nd a new factor set (; F) that
represents the same class in H 2(G;C) as (
0; F 0). Now, by Lemma 5, we can write
x; y = hx; yFxy  x; y, where h :G2 ! Z(C) is a normalized 2-cochain of G on Z(C)
and, just as in the proof of Lemma 7 (i) (for k = k 0 = 1), we see that hx; yz x hy; z =
hxy; z  hx; y. Hence, h is a 2-cocycle of G on Z(C) and clearly (h + ; F) = (; F);
therefore [h] + [0; F 0] = [h] + [; F] = [h+ ; F] = [; F].
4. Examples and applications
4.1. Group extensions
Below we regard each group as a category with only one object in which every
arrow is invertible, where the composition of two arrows  a! b! is given by the
group operation  ab−!. Then a group homomorphism between two groups is the same
as a functor between them.
Any extension of a group H by a group G; 1 ! H ! E ! G ! 1, can be inter-
preted as a G-graded extension of H for which the epimorphism E ! G is considered
as the G-grading. Conversely, if H
j!D g!G represents a G-graded extension of H ,
then category D has only one object and every arrow in D is an isomorphism (if 0
is of grade x, since the grading is stable, there exists an isomorphism  in D of grade
x; then the composition 0−1 2Ker(D) = H is invertible and so is 0), that is, D is
a group and 1! H j!D g!G ! 1 is a group extension of H by G.
Now, to check the meaning of our factor sets in this context, let us note that a
categorical equivalence of a group H with itself is the same as an automorphism of
H and that a natural isomorphism h :f ! f0, for f;f0 2Aut(H), just consists of an
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element h2H such that f(t)h= hf0(t) holds for any t 2H
 f(t)−! 
h
???y
???y h
 f
0(t)−! 
(23)
or, equivalently, an element h2H such that f = Chf0, where Ch is the inner auto-
morphism Ch(t) = hth−1 given by conjugation with h. Then a 2-cocycle on G with
coecients in the category dened by a group H is entirely equivalent to giving
mappings F :G ! Aut(H), x 7! Fx, and  :G  G ! H , (x; y) 7! x; y, subject to
the following conditions: F1 = idH , x; 1 = 1;x = 1 for x2G, FxFy = Cx; yFxy for all
(x; y)2G2 and x; yxy; z = Fx(y; z)x; yz for all (x; y; z)2G3. In other words, it is a
Schreier factor system for a group extension of H by G with Fx as automorphisms
and x; y as factors (cf. [5,16,20]).
Moreover, the G-graded crossed product extension of group H;(; F), to which
a factor set (; F) gives rise (3), can be identied with the classic crossed product
extension of H by G with factor set x; y and automorphisms Fx, and thus we see that
Theorem 4 gives a bijection
H2(G;H) ’ Ext(G;H)
for any groups G and H , which summarizes Schreier’s extension theorem.
Now, if H is a group, a natural isomorphism u : idH ! idH is an element u2H such
that uh = hu for any other h2H . Then, the abelian group of the units of the center
of category H , Z(H), turns out to be simply the center of H , that is Z(H) = Z(H),
so that the group Out(H), of isomorphism classes of autoequivalences of H , is simply
the group of outer automorphisms or automorphism classes of H , that is the factor
group Aut(H)=Int(H) of the group of all automorphisms of H by the subgroup of all
inner automorphisms of H . Hence, for any other group G, a collective character of G
in H ,  :G ! Out(H), is what Eilenberg{Mac Lane term G-kernel in [5], or what
Mac Lane terms abstract kernel in [20].
Then, from the general results shown in Sections 2 and 3 we obtain the corollary be-
low, which sums up Eilenberg{Mac Lane’s theory of group extensions with non-abelian
kernel.
Corollary 10 (Classication of group extensions by group cohomology). Let G;H be
two groups.
(i) Each G-kernel  :G ! Out(H) invariably determines a three-dimensional co-
homology class k()2H 3(G; Z(H)) of G with coecients in the center of H (with
respect to the G-module structure on Z(H) obtained via ). This invariant is called
the obstruction of .
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(ii) There is a canonical partition of the set of equivalence classes of group exten-
sions of H by G
Ext(G;H) =
a

Ext(G;H);
where; for any G-kernel 2HomGp(G;Out(H)); Ext(G;H) is the set of classes of
extensions that realize .
(iii) A G-kernel  is realizable; that is; Ext(G;H) 6= ;; if and only if its obstruc-
tion vanishes.
(iv) If the obstruction of a G-kernel  vanishes; then Ext(G;H) is a principal
homogeneous space under H 2(G; Z(H)).
4.2. Extending monoids by groups
Let us start by recalling that a congruence on a monoid M is an equivalence relation
C on M that is compatible with multiplication, that is, (aC c; bCd ) abC cd). The
resulting monoid M=C is the quotient of M by C . A congruence C on M is deemed
to be perfect if for any two C -classes A and B, the subset AB= fab2M ja2A; b2Bg
is again a C -class.
A submonoid N of M is said to be a normal divisor of M if there exists a congruence
on M , CN , for which N is a class and any other CN -class can be written in the form
uN for some u2M such that the map N ! uN , n 7! un, is a bijection. A normal
divisor uniquely determines its congruence CN (cf. [8]) and one can write M=N for
M=CN . If N is a normal divisor of a monoid M and M=N = T , then M is called a
Schreier extension of N by T. This kind of monoid extensions was originally studied
by L. Redei in [23], where he established a natural generalization of Schreier group
extension theory. A Schreier extension M of N by T whose corresponding congruence
CN on M is perfect is called a perfect Schreier extension.
Here, our goal is to study and classify perfect Schreier extensions of a monoid N
by a group G, both being given. An example of such an extension is given by the
monoid product N  G, on which the corresponding congruence CN consists of the
classes N  fxg; x2G; (N =N  f1g). What we shall note with this simple example
is that the congruence CN is not contained in Green’s H-equivalence [10] on N G,
so that perfect Schreier extensions are not H-coextensions (cf. [10]). Indeed, a perfect
Schreier extension of N by G is not a group coextension in the sense of Leech [17,9],
unless N is a group. In a certain sense, our results here are dual and complementary
to those obtained by Leech in [18], where the objective was to study extensions of a
group G by a monoid N , that is monoids M containing G as a normal subgroup and
M=G = N . Both theories yield generalizations of Schreier{Eilenberg{Mac Lane theory
of group extensions.
We consider a monoid N as a category with exactly one object, as we did for groups
in the previous example. Then, a monoid homomorphism of a monoid N into a monoid
N 0 is the same as a functor f :N ! N 0 and a natural isomorphism u0 :f ! f0, for
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f;f0 :N ! N 0 a pair of monoid homomorphisms, consists of a unit u0 of N 0 such that
f(t)u0 = u0f0(t) holds for any t 2N , or, in other words, such that f = Cu0f0, where
Cu0 is the inner automorphism of N 0 given by conjugation with u0. We denote by N 
the group of units of a monoid N .
Then, if N is a monoid, a natural isomorphism u : idN ! idN is an element u2N 
such that ut = tu holds for all t 2N . Therefore, the group of units of the center of the
category N , Z(N ), turns out to be the group of units of the center of N . In addition, a
categorical autoequivalence of N is the same as an automorphism of N , and the group
Out(N ) of isomorphism classes of autoequivalences of N is simply the quotient group
Aut(N )=Inn(N ) of the group of all automorphisms of N by the normal subgroup of all
inner automorphisms of N . Hence, a collective character of a group G in a monoid N
is a group homomorphism  :G ! Out(N ).
Now, let M :N
j!M g!G be a sequence of monoids and homomorphisms that is
exact in the sense that j is injective, g is surjective and j(N ) = g−1(1). Then the
congruence on M dened by g consists of the classes Mx = g−1(x), x2G. If that
congruence is perfect, then 12M1 = MxMx−1 for all x2G, which means that the
monoid M contains at least one unit ux such that g(ux)=x for each x2G, and therefore
M represents a G-graded extension of N . Conversely, if M is a G-graded extension
of N , then each congruence class can be written in the form Mx = uxj(N ) for some
ux 2M. Since ux : j(N ) ! uxj(N ), z 7! uxz, is clearly bijective, M represents a
Schreier extension of N by G, which, moreover, is perfect since, for any x; y2G, we
have Mxy = 1Mxy MxMx−1Mxy MxMy and so MxMy =Mxy.
Therefore, G-graded extensions of a monoid N are the same as perfect Schreier
extensions of N by G and our survey of all isomorphism classes of G-graded extensions
of a monoid N , in terms of equivalence classes of factor sets, can be applied as follows:
A factor set is a pair of maps (; F); F :G ! Aut(N ) and  :GG ! N , subject to the
following conditions: F1= idN , x; 1=1;x=1 for x2G; FxFy=Cx; yFx; y for (x; y)2G2
and x; yxy; z = Fx(y; z)x; yz for all (x; y; z)2G3. Such a factor set (; F) denes a
perfect Schreier extension of N by G, (; F), which is simply the Redei’s Schreier
product monoid as dened in [23], consisting of the pairs (a; x) with a2N; x2G, with
multiplication given, for all a; b2N and x; y2G, by (a; x)(b; y)=(aFx(b)−1x; y; xy). Any
perfect Schreier extension of N by G is equivalent to (; F) for some factor set (; F),
and two factor sets, (; F) and (0; F 0), dene equivalent Schreier extensions if, and
only if, they are cohomologous, that is if there exists a map ’ :G ! N  such that
F 0x = C’xFx and 
0
x; y  ’xy = ’x  Fx(’y)  0x; y holds for all x; y2G. Therefore, the
treatment of monoid extensions as appeared in [23,6], in the particular case of perfect
extensions by a group, follows from the bijection
H2(G;N ) = Ext(G;N )
of Theorem 4.
Let us remark that, when N is a group, the above bijection is simply Schreier’s clas-
sication of group extensions of N by G. Analogously, a generalized Eilenberg{Mac
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Lane theory is obtained from the general results shown in Sections 2 and 3 when the
category C is assumed to be a monoid, as explained below.
Corollary 11 (Classication of perfect Schreier extensions of a monoid by a group
by group cohomology). Let N be a monoid and let G be a group.
(i) Each collective character of G in N;  :G ! Out(N ); invariably determines
a three-dimensional cohomology class k()2H 3(G; Z(N )) of G with coecients in
the group of units of the categorical center of N; that is; the group of units of its
monoid center (with respect to the G-module structure obtained via ). This invariant
is called the (Teichmuller) obstruction of .
(ii) There is a canonical partition of the set of equivalence classes of stable Schreier
extensions of N by G
Ext(G;N ) =
a

Ext(G;N )
where; for any collective character  :G ! Out(N ); Ext(G;N ) is the set of equiva-
lence classes that realize .
(iii) A collective character of G in N  is realizable; that is; Ext(G;N ) 6= ; if
and only if its obstruction vanishes.
(iv) If the obstruction of a collective character  vanishes; then Ext(G;N ) is a
principal homogeneous space under H 2(G; Z(N )
).
4.3. Graded Cliord systems
In this example, our objective is the classication of graded Cliord systems as
a specic application of the treatment of graded extensions of categories expounded
in the previous sections. The concept of graded Cliord system was introduced and
applied by Dade in several important papers [2,3], where he develops Cliord’s theory
axiomatically, and it can commonly be found in the literature as a strongly graded
ring (cf. [21,22]).
We begin by presenting some basic general results. Let G be a group. A G-graded
Cliord system S is a ring with identity also denoted by S, together with a di-
rect sum decomposition S =
L
x2G Sx as additive group such that SxSy = Sxy for all
x; y2G. Of course, the product SxSy consists of all nite sums of ring products sxs0y of
elements sx 2 Sx and s0y 2 Sy. In any G-graded Cliord system S, the subgroup R= S1,
corresponding to the identity 1 of G, is a subring of S assumed to have the same
identity, and we consider S to be a G-graded R-system. Note that each x-component
Sx; x2G, is a two-sided R-submodule of S. The most striking example is the group
ring R[G], but crossed products of R and G also yield examples of G-graded Cliord
R-systems.
For any ring S we denote by MS the category of all unitary right S-modules and
their S-homomorphisms. If S =
L
x2G Sx is a G-graded Cliord R-system, a graded
S-module is an S-module M together with a direct sum decomposition M =
L
x2G Mx
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into R-submodules Mx 2MR; x2G, such that MxSy Mxy for all x; y2G. We have
the category GrMS whose objects are the graded S-modules and whose morphisms,
f :M ! N , are those in MS which are grade preserving in the sense that f(Mx)Nx
for all x2G.
For any G-graded Cliord R-system S there are a restriction functor ()1 :GrMS !
MR and an induction functor −⊗R S :MR ! GrMS where, for N 2MR the S-module
N ⊗R S is graded by (N ⊗R S)x = N ⊗R Sx for each x2G. A fundamental result is
that both functors establish an equivalence between the categories MR and GrMS [22].
Hence, any graded S-module M =
L
x2G Mx is isomorphic to an induced one, and a
graded S-homomorphisms f :M ! N is an isomorphism if and only if its restriction
f1 :M1 ! N1 is an isomorphism of R-modules.
Given a ring R and a group G, if S; T are two G-graded Cliord R-systems, by a
morphism from S to T we mean a grade-preserving ring homomorphism  : S ! T
whose restriction to 1-components is the identity map, that is,  1 = idR :R ! R. It fol-
lows, from the above observations, that such a morphism is always an isomorphism and
Cli (G; R) will denote the set of isomorphism classes of G-graded Cliord R-systems.
Now, each G-graded Cliord R-system S =
L
x2G Sx gives rise to a G-graded ex-
tension of the category, MR of R-modules, D(S), dened as follows: The objects of
D(S) are the R-modules, so D(S) and MR have the same objects. An arrow M ! N
of grade x2G is a pair (f; x) where f :M ! N ⊗R Sx is a morphism of R-modules.
The composition of two arrows (f; x) :M ! N and (g; y) :N ! L is (g; y)  (f; x) =
((1⊗m)(g⊗ 1)f; yx) :M ! L, according to the composition of the R-homomorphisms
M
f!N ⊗R Sx g⊗1−!L⊗R Sy ⊗R Sx 1⊗m−!L⊗
R
Syx;
where m : Sy⊗R Sx ! Syx is the canonical morphism m(s⊗ t)=st. It is easy to see that
such a composition is associative, and for any R-module M , the corresponding identity
in D(S) is the pair (1M ; 1) :M ! M , where 1M :M !M ⊗R R is the isomorphism
x 7! x ⊗ 1. So dened, D(S) is a stable G-graded category whose kernel is clearly
isomorphic to category MR. Therefore, D(S) is a G-graded extension of MR.
For example, if S = R[G] the group ring, then D(R[G]) is simply the product cate-
gory MR  G. The following theorem shows that graded Cliord systems and graded
extensions of categories of modules are essentially the same.
Theorem 12. For any group G and ring R; the correspondence S 7! D(S) induces a
bijection
Cli (G; R) = Ext(G;MR) (24)
between the set of isoclasses of G-graded Cliord R-systems and the set of equivalence
classes of G-graded extensions of category MR.
Proof. First, let us observe that if S; T are two G-graded Cliord R-systems, for any
morphism of G-graded extensions  :D(S) ! D(T ) there exists a unique morphism
of G-graded Cliord R-systems  : S ! T such that  (M (f;x)−!N ) = (M ((1⊗ )f;x)−! N ),
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according to the composition M
f!N ⊗R Sx 1⊗ ! N ⊗R Tx, holds for any arrow (f; x) of
D(S). Hence, S and T are isomorphic if and only if D(S) and D(T ) are equivalent.
Now, suppose D is any G-graded extension of MR and let (; F) be any factor
set for the extension. Then, we can construct a G-graded Cliord R-system S and an
isomorphism of G-graded extensions D(S) !(; F) = D as follows:
For each x2G we take Sx−1 = Fx(R). By Eilenberg{Watts’ Theorem [1], Sx is an
R-bimodule and there exist natural isomorphisms of right R-modules M :Fx−1 (M) =
M ⊗R Sx−1 ; M 2MR. Then, for each pair x; y2G, we take m : Sx−1 ⊗R Sy−1 ! S(yx)−1 ,
the isomorphism that makes the diagram below commutative:
Since diagram (2) is commutative, for all x; y; z 2G, we have m(1 ⊗ m) = m(m ⊗
1) : Sx−1 ⊗R Sy−1 ⊗ Sz−1 ! S(zyx)−1 , and then we can dene a multiplication on S =L
x2G Sx by making st =m(s⊗ t) for s2 Sx; t 2 Sy. Note that S1 = R since F1 = idMR ,
and it follows that S is a G-graded Cliord R-system.
Finally, we construct a morphism of extensions  :D ! (; F), by making
 (M
(f; x)−!N ) = (M ( (f); x)−−−!N ) for any (f; x)2D(S), where  (f) :Fx(M) ! N is the
R-homomorphism determined by the commutativity of the diagram
As a consequence of Theorem 4, we deduce for any group G and any ring R a rst
classication result of the G-graded Cliord R-systems,
Cli (G; R) = H 2(G;MR); (25)
in terms of cohomology classes of non-abelian 2-cocycles on G with coecients in the
category of right R-modules. Now, recalling Morita’s [1] theory, we know that a cate-
gorical equivalence ofMR with itself, that is, a Morita autoequivalence of R with itself,
is really nothing more than an invertible R-bimodule, that is, an R-bimodule J which
is a nitely generated projective and generator right R-module and HomR(JR; JR) = R.
Then, the factor sets for G-graded Cliord R-systems can be reformulated as fol-
lows (cf. [15,22]): A factor set (; S) consists of a family of invertible R-bimodules,
Sx; x2G, and R-bimodule isomorphisms, x; y : Sx ⊗R Sy ! Sxy; x; y2G, satisfying the
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conditions: (i) S1=R; (ii) 1;x(r⊗m)=rm and x; 1(m⊗r)=mr for x2G; m2 Sx; r 2R;
and (iii) for every x; y; z 2G the following diagrams are commutative:
Two factor sets, (; S) and (0; S 0), are cohomologous if there exists a family of
R-bimodule isomorphisms ’x : Sx
! S 0x; x2G, with ’1 = idR, such that 0x; y  (’x ⊗
’y) = ’xy  x; y holds for x; y2G.
Now, for any ring R, the group Out(MR), of natural isomorphism classes of cat-
egorical equivalences of MR with itself is isomorphic to the Picard group Pic(R) of
isomorphism classes of invertible R-bimodules ([F] 7! [F(R)]; [J ] 7! [−⊗RJ ]), where
the group law is [J ][J 0]=[J ⊗R J 0] [1, Chapter II (5:1)]. Hence, a collective character
of a group G in MR is a group homomorphism  :G ! Pic(R).
Let us note that the realization map  : Ext(G;MR) ! HomGp(G; Pic(R)), when
composed with the bijection Cli (G; R) = Ext(G;MR), turns out to be the map
 :Cli (G; R)! HomGp(G;Pic(R)); (26)
which realizes collective characters from G-graded Cliord R-systems, and which is
simply given by [S](x) = [Sx] if S =
L
x2G Sx.
Finally, to apply the general result shown in Sections 2 and 3, let us remark that the
group of natural isomorphisms of idMR with itself, that is, the group of the units of the
center of MR, is isomorphic to the group of R-bimodule isomorphisms of R with itself,
which is clearly isomorphic (f 7! f(1)) to the group of those units u2R satisfying
ur = ru for all r 2R. Hence, Z(MR) = Z(R), the group of units of the center of R.
This leads us to:
Corollary 13 (Classication of Cliord systems by group cohomology). Let G be a
group and R a ring.
(i) Each collective character  : G ! Pic(R) invariably determines a three-dimen-
sional cohomology class k()2H 3(G; Z(R)) of G with coecients in the G-module
of all units of the center of R (with respect to the G-action obtained via ). This
invariant is called the (Teichmuller) obstruction of .
(ii) There is a canonical partition of the set of isomorphism classes of G-graded
Cliord R-systems;
Cli (G; R) =
a

Cli (G; R);
where for any collective character  : G ! Pic(R); Cli (G; R) is the set of isomor-
phism classes that realize .
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(iii) A collective character  :G ! Pic(R) is realizable; that is; Cli (G; R) 6= ;;
if and only if its obstruction vanishes.
(iv) If the obstruction of a collective character  :G ! Pic(R) vanishes; then
Cli (G; R) is a principal homogeneous space under H
2
(G; Z(R)
).
We shall underline the interest of the above corollary for ring theorists by explaining
a particular case. If K is a (commutative) eld, a G-graded Cliord K-system S =L
x2G Sx is deemed to be over K if S is an algebra over K(=S1), or equivalently if
K is central in S. A well-known result of Dade [2, Proposition 14:10] shows that such
G-graded Cliord K-systems and central group extensions of K by G are naturally
equivalent. Now, if S =
L
x2G Sx is a G-graded Cliord K-system, each x-component
Sx; x2G, is a one-dimensional vector space over K (since SxSx−1 = K) and then it
is plain to see that K is central in S if and only if every Sx is isomorphic to K
as K-bimodule. However, this last condition merely says that the G-graded Cliord
K-system S realizes the zero collective character 0 :G ! Pic(K) (= Aut(K) since K is
a eld), that is, [Sx] = [K] for all x2G. Therefore, the set of all isomorphism classes
of G-graded Cliord K-systems over K is just Cli 0(G;K), which, by Corollary 13,
is bijective with the cohomology group H 2(G;K) of G with coecients in the trivial
G-module K, and the Dade theorem follows.
4.4. Extensions of rings by groups
In this example we focus on that class of rings known as crossed product group
rings. According to [13], an extension of a ring R by a group G is a mixed sequence
written as
f0; 1g ! [R;R]! [S; N ]! G ! f1g; (27)
in which R refers to the group of units of the ring R; S is a ring containing R as a
subring, N  S is a subgroup of the group of units of S such that the action of N on
S, by inner automorphisms, restricts to an action of N on R; G = N=R is the factor
group of N by its normal subgroup R, and the following condition is satised: For
any x2G, let Nx be the set of elements in N whose class in the quotient group G
is x and let Sx be the sub-R-bimodule of S generated by the elements in Nx. Then S
decomposes as a direct sum, S =
L
x2G Sx.
Next we remark on the relationship between such kinds of extensions and graded
Cliord systems. If we have an extension of a ring R by a group G (27) as above, then
for any x2G and ux 2Nx we have Sx=RNxR=RuxRR=uxRRR=uxR=Rux. Hence,
S1=R and for any x; y2G; SxSy=uxRuyR=uxuyR=Sxy and so S is a G-graded Cliord
R-system. Moreover, in a G-graded ring if a unit is in an x-component, x2G, then its
inverse lies in the x−1-component. Therefore, if for any x2G we choose a ux 2Nx, then
S\Sx=S\uxR=ux(S\R)=uxR=Nx and therefore N =
S
x2G Nx=
S
x2G (S
\Sx)
is just the group of homogeneous units of S. It follows that the extension (27) of R
by G is completely determined by the G-graded Cliord R-system which it denes.
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Conversely, let S=
L
x2G Sx be a G-graded R-system such that for any x2G S\Sx is
nonempty. Then, the set theoretical union N =
S
x2G (S
 \ Sx) is a subgroup of S and
the degree map N ! G is a surjective group homomorphism with kernel S \ R= R.
Furthermore, for any ux 2 S \ Sx; uxR = Sx = Rux since ux is a unit of S, that is,
uxRu−1x =R and also R(S
 \ Sx)R=R(S \ uxR)R=Rux(S \R)R=RuxRR= uxR= Sx.
Therefore, we have dened an extension of R by G like (27), which clearly denes
the given G-graded Cliord R-system.
Thus, extensions of a ring R by a group G are the same as G-graded Cliord
R-systems satisfying the condition that in any component there is at least a unit. As in
Hacque’s paper [13], let Ext(G; R) denote the set of isomorphism classes of extensions
of a ring R by a group G. Then, Ext(G; R)Cli (G; R), and we shall characterize this
subset of Cli (G; R) by means of the collective characters, as follows.
For a ring R, let Aut(R) be the group of ring automorphisms of R and Inn(R)
the subgroup of inner automorphisms. Then, there is an exact sequence of groups
[1, Chapter II, Proposition (5:3)]
1! Inn(R)! Aut(R) !Pic(R) (28)
in which  carries an automorphism of R; 2Aut(R), to the class of the invertible
R-bimodule R, which is the same left R-module as R with right action given by
x:y = x(y); x; y2R, and
Im() = f[P]2Pic(R)jP = R as left R-moduleg:
Let Out(R)=Aut(R)=Inn(R) be the group of outer automorphisms of ring R. Then there
is an injection Out(R)

,!Pic(R).
Proposition 14. For any ring R and group G there is a cartesian square
(29)
that is; Ext(G; R) = −1((HomGp(G;Out(R))) where  is the collective character
realization map.
Proof. Let S =
L
x2G Sx be a G-graded Cliord R-system such that for any x2G
there exists ux 2 S \ Sx, that is, an extension of R by G. Then, right multiplication
by ux is an isomorphism of left R-modules R
!Rux = Sx; x2G, and therefore the
collective character realized by [S]; [S] :G!Pic(R); [S](x) = [Sx] factors through
Out(R). Conversely, suppose S =
L
x2G Sx is a G-graded Cliord R-system such that
[S]= for some  : G ! Out(R). Then, if we choose any automorphism f(x)2(x)
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for each x2G, there must exist an R-bimodule isomorphism ’x : Rf(x) ! Sx. If ux =
’x(1) then Sx=Rux=uxR. From SxSx−1=R=Sx−1Sx, it follows that uxRux−1=R=ux−1Rux.
Then there exist a; b2R such that 1=uxaux−1=ux−1bux so that ux 2 S\Sx and therefore
S represents an extension of R by G.
Let us remark that there are several kinds of rings for which  : Out(R) ,! Pic(R)
is an isomorphism, such as nite dimensional algebras over a eld, commutative local
rings or polynomial rings over principal ideal domains. For these rings, Ext(G; R) =
Cli (G; R), which means that every G-graded Cliord R-system is an extension of
R by G or, equivalently, a crossed product of R by G, as explained below (cf. [21,
Corollary 3:4; 3:5]).
A group homomorphism  : G ! Out(R) is termed a collective character of G in
R [12]. Then, extensions of a ring R by a group G are exactly those G-graded Cliord
R-systems that realize collective characters of G in R, and their factor sets have a
particularly simple reformulation: They consist of pairs of maps (; F); F : G ! Aut(R)
and  : G  G ! R, subject to the following conditions: F1 = idR; x; 1 = 1;x = 1 for
x2G; FxFy = Cx; yFxy for x; y2G and x; yxy; z = Fx(y; z)x; yz for x; y; z 2G3, and
bijection (25) gives us a bijection
Ext(G; R) = H 2(G; R) (30)
in which H 2(G; R) is the quotient of the set of such non-abelian 2-cocycles by the
equivalence relation of being cohomologous, that is, (; F)  (0; F 0) if there exists a
map ’ : G ! R such that F 0x = C’xFx and 0x; y’xy = ’xFx(’y)x; y for x; y2G.
Let us note that, by the above bijection (30), the extension of R by G dened by
a factor set (; F) is the G-graded ring R[G; ; F] =
L
x2G Rux, which is the free left
R-module with the elements of fux; x2Gg as base, with multiplication dened by the
rules: uxa=Fx(a)ux for all x2G and a2R; uxuy=x; yuxy. That is, the crossed product
group ring as it is classically known (cf. [19]).
The above bijection (30) was introduced by Hacque in [13], where he also obtained
the following results, which are now a consequence of Corollary 13.
Corollary 15 (Classication of extensions of a ring by a group by group cohomology).
Let G be a group and R be a ring.
(i) Each collective character of G in R  : G ! Out(R) invariably determines
a three-dimensional cohomology class k()2H 3(G; Z(R)); of G with coecients in
the G-module (via ) of all units in the center of R. This invariant is called the
(Teichmuller) obstruction of .
(ii) There is a canonical partition of the set of equivalence classes of extensions
of R by G;
Ext(G; R) =
a

Ext(G; R);
where; for any collective character  : G ! Out(R); Ext(G; R) is the set of isomor-
phism classes that realize .
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(iii) A collective character  : G ! Out(R) is realizable; that is; Ext(G; R) 6= ;
if and only if its obstruction vanishes.
(iv) If the obstruction of a collective character  : G ! Out(R) vanishes; then
Ext(G; R) is a principal homogeneous space under H 2(G; Z(R)
).
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